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ABSTRACT: We live in a data age, and there is a considerable measure of data streaming between systems, the 
internet, telephones, and other media. The data is being gathered and put away at remarkable rates.- The measure of 
accessible data has expanded by a gigantic sum in the previous few years in light of new friendly conduct and immense 

spread of social framework. Enormous data have assumed a vital part of development and growth. Relational database 
management systems (RDBMS), its utilization has been fundamentally reached out with new kinds of database 
systems. In particular, SQL has been discovered to be an incredible inquiry language in profoundly conveyed and 

versatile systems that cycle Big Data, i.e., datasets with high volume, speed and assortment. While conventional 
relational databases address just a tiny portion of the database systems scene, most database courses that cover SQL 
think about just the utilization of SQL regarding conventional relational systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The measure of data that is being produced and put away is expanding dramatically step by step. It very well might be 

multiplying like clockwork, as per the gauge by IDC 2011. New progressed examination methods, and innovations 
permit clients to interface and question datasets. Significant data diagram advances and inventive procedures to 
disseminate, store, catch, oversee and analyze largersized datasets with high -speed and various constructions that 

conventional data management strategies are unequipped for handling.Increasingly huge quantities of inserted sensors, 
PDAs, PCs, and tablet PCs associated with the network produce tremendous data measures [1]. This data sets out new 
open doors to "separate more worth" for the zones that it is required. We have entered the period of "Big Data." Just as 

this data is created by individuals continuously, it may be analyzed progressively by high execution processing 
organizations, accordingly making improved dynamic.The International Data Corporation (IDC) accepts as sociations 
that are best ready to settle on realtime business choices utilizing Big Data arrangements will flourish. 

In contrast, those that cannot embrace and utilize this move will progressively wind up at a severe disservice on the 
lookout and face likely disappointment. Several obstructions should have been defeated with the measure of data 
extending, for example, innovation challenges, association restrictions, and security/trust concerns [2]. While the 

measure of massive datasets is enthusiastically expanding, it likewise achieves many testing issues requesting actuate 
arrangements. 
 

II. BIG DATA OPERATIONAL AND ANALYTICAL TECHNOLOGIES  
 

Even though Big Data may sound modern, it needs specific extraordinary innovations to effectively handle immense 

volumes of data in a decent range of time. Here is a portion of the innovations that can be applied to the treatment of 
big data. Apache Hadoop is a critical innovation used to deal with big data, examining and stream figuring [3]. Apache 
Hadoop is an open-source programming project that empowers the circulated handling of enormous data sets across 

production workers groups. It can be scaled up from a solitary worker to many machines and a severe adaptation to 
non-critical failure.  
Rather than depending on top of the line equipment, these bunches' versatility comes from the product's capacity to 

recognize and deal with disappointments at the application layer.Distributed file system permits customer nodes to get 
to files through a PC organization. This way, several clients chipping away at different machines will want to share 
files and capacity assets. The customer nodes will not be ready to get to the square stockpiling; however, t hey can 

connect through a network convention[4]. This empowers a confined admittance to the file system relying upon the 
entrance records or on both servers and customers, which is again reliant on the protocol. Data-Intensive Computing is 
a class of similar processing applications that utilizes similar data to measure big data. This works dependent on the 

guideline of collocation of data, what is more, projects or calculations used to perform the algorithm. The equal and 
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distributed system between associated independent PCs cooperating as a solitary coordinated processing asset is 

utilized to measure/analyze big data[5].No SQL databases  - A few methodologies are received by NoSQL (Not Only 
SQL) for putting away and overseeing unstructured data. NoSQL databases separate data management and data 
stockpiling, while relational databases consolidate the two of them. One of the vital ideas of the NoSQL is to have the 

database centre around the errand of high-performance adaptable data stockpiling and give low-level admittance to a 
data management layer in a manner that permits data management undertakings to be written in the application layer 
rather than having data management rationale spread across in SQL[6]. 

 
III. SQL IN NEWSQL SYSTEMS  

 

NewSQL is a class of database systems that not just offers the same degrees of adaptability and accessibility of NoSQL 
systems yet likewise safeguards the ACID ensures, relational data model, and SQL inquiry language of conventional 
relational databases.Most NewSQL databases can learn SQL thinking about the application situations usually used to 

show conventional RDBMS. Nonetheless, a superior approach is to consider application situations that require the 
abilities of NewSQL systems, e.g., the need to prepare enormous or quick data in the financial exchange, web-based 
media networks, and web-based games[7]. Also, teachers ought to think about applications that exploit the highlights of 

the NewSQL system utilized in class, e.g., an application that requires handling a high number o f short exchanges each 
second would be a solid match for VoltDB. 
 

1. Learning SQL with VoltDB 
VoltDB is an in-memory and ACID-consistent NewSQL database system that utilizes a standard nothing engineering 
just as dividing and replication components to accomplish high exchange throughputs.VoltDB can be introduced on 

Linux and Mac OS X PCs and gives customer libraries to Java, Python, PHP, C++, C#, and so forth VoltDB can be 
utilized to learn numerous parts of SQL utilizing involved class exercises [8].  
 

 
 

Figure 1:SlamData Commands and SQL Queries  
 

Utilizing a VM is additionally a viable method to empower involved cooperation with NewSQL systems like VoltDB. 

For this situation, educators can utilize the VM accessible at VoltDB's site. The VM incorporates  the introduced 
VoltDB programming and a bunch of test applications and instruments for application advancement.VoltDB can be 
utilized to learn numerous parts of SQL utilizing involved class exercises [9]. For example, it tends to gain proficiency 

with the SQL data definition and data control dialects. Utilizing a VM is additionally a viable method to empower an 
involved communication with NewSQL systems like VoltDB. For this situation, teachers can utilize the VM accessible 
at VoltDB's site[10]. The VM incorporates the introduced VoltDB programming and a bunch of test applications and 

devices for application advancement. 
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Creating the Database 
In VoltDB you define your database schema using SQL data definition language (DDL) statements just like other SQL 
databases. So, if we want to create a database table for the places where we live, the DDL schema might look like the 
following: 

 

CREATE TABLE towns ( 
town VARCHAR(64), 

county VARCHAR(64), 
state VARCHAR(2) 

); 

 
The preceding schema defines a single table with three columns: town, county, and state. We could also set options, 
such as default values and primary keys. But for now we will keep it as simple as possible. 

 
Starting the Database and Loading the Schema 
Once you have the schema defined, you can initialize and start the database, then load your schema. There are several 

options available when initializing a VoltDB database, which we will discuss later. But for now, we can use the 
simplest init and start commands to initialize and start the database using the default options on the current machine: 
 

$ voltdbinit 
$ voltdb start 

 

The voltdbinit command initializes a root directory that VoltDB uses to store its configuration, logs, and other disk-
based information. You only need to initialize the root directory once for a production database. When doing 
development, where you often want to start over with new settings or a completely different schema, you can reuse the 

same root by using the voltdbinit --force command between runs. We will use both methods — starting a fresh 
database and restarting an existing database — in this tutorial. To start with, we will re-initialize the database root each 
time. 
The voltdb start command tells VoltDB to start the database process. Once startup completes, the serve r reports the 

following message: 
 

Server completed initialization. 

 
Now you are ready to load your schema. To do that you use the VoltDB interactive command line utility, sqlcmd. 
Create a new terminal window and issue the sqlcmd command from the shell prompt: 

 

$ sqlcmd 

SQL Command :: localhost:21212 

 
The VoltDB interactive SQL command line first reports what database it has connected to and then puts up a numbered 
prompt. At the prompt, you can enter DDL statements and SQL queries, execute stored procedures, or type "exit" to 

end the program and return to the shell prompt. 
To load the schema, you can either type the DDL schema statements by hand or, if you have them in a file, you can use 
the FILE directive to process all of the DDL statements with a single command. Since we only have one table 

definition, we can type or cut & paste the DDL directly into sqlcmd: 
 

1. CREATE TABLE towns ( 

2. town VARCHAR(64), 
3. county VARCHAR(64), 
4. state VARCHAR(2) 

5. ); 

 
 
 
Using SQL Queries 
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Congratulations! You have created your first VoltDB database. Of course, an empty database is not terribly useful. So 

the first thing you will want to do is create and retrieve a few records to prove to yourself that the database is running as  
you expect. 
VoltDB supports all of the standard SQL query statements, such as INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, and SELECT. You 

can invoke queries programmatically, through standard interfaces such as JDBC and JSON, or you can include them in 
stored procedures that are compiled and loaded into the database. 
But for now, we'll just try some ad hoc queries using sqlcmd. Let's start by creating records using the INSERT 

statement. The following example creates three records, for the towns of Billerica, Buffalo, and Bay View. Be sure to 
include the semi-colon after each statement. 
 

1. insert into towns values ('WARANGAL','TELANAGANA',' INDIA'); 
2. insert into towns values ('VIZAG','ANDRAPRADES H',' INDIA'); 
3. insert into towns values (‘ROBE','OROMIA','ETHIOPIA'); 

 
We can also use ad hoc queries to verify that our inserts worked as expected. The following queries use the SELECT 
statement to retrieve information about the database records. 

 

select count(*) as total from towns; 
TOTAL  

------ 
     3 
(1 row(s) affected) 

select town, state from towns ORDER BY town; 
TOWN          STATE  
------------ ------ 

WARANGAL   TELANAGANA    
VIZAG          ANDRAPRADESH 
ROBE               OROMIA 
(3 row(s) affected) 

 
When you are done working with the database, you can type "exit" to end the sqlcmd session and return to the shell 

command prompt. Then switch back to the terminal session where you started the database and press CTRL-C to end 
the database process. 
 

IV. CONCLUS ION 
 

data management standards like physical and intelligent autonomy, explanatory questioning and cost -based 

improvement have driven to a multi-billion dollar industry. All the more critically, these technological advances have 
empowered the first round of business knowledge applications and established the framework for overseeing and 
investigating Big Data today. Many application situations require preparing exceptionally enormous datasets in a 

profoundly versatile and distributed style, and various kinds of Big Data systems have been intended to address this 
challenge. Once the innovations to analyze big data arrive at their pinnacle, it will get simpler for organizations to 
analyze massive datasets, recognize examples, and deliberately plan their moves depending on customer prerequisites 

that distinguished through memorable data. 
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